Offering of Courses Rejected by the Curriculum Committee – Undergraduate
Policy adopted by the Senate, April 1977

Courses rejected by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee may not be offered under special topics numbers or otherwise included in the Class Schedule unless specifically authorized by the Provost, who shall report the action to the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.

Offering of Courses Rejected by the Curriculum Committee – Graduate

Graduate-level courses rejected by the Graduate Council may not be offered under special topics numbers or otherwise included in the Class Schedule unless approval is granted by the Dean of the Division of Graduate Affairs.

The Minor
Policy adopted by the Senate, December 1975; Revised May 1986

The minor serves an important educational purpose and is offered at SDSU in over sixty different fields of study. It is intended to provide students with the opportunity to develop a degree of competence in a field beyond the area of their major course of study. Like the major, the minor offers an integrated and coherent pattern of coursework organized around the principal areas of interest or subfields of academic disciplines and interdisciplinary areas. It combines lower and upper division coursework in proportions appropriate to the various disciplines. The specific regulations concerning the minor are as follows:

1. The minor shall consist of 15–24 units, the specific number to be determined by the academic departments and programs, and approved through the normal university curricular process. Minors which require considerable lower division preparation before students can begin upper division work will tend to include more units than minors where this is not the case.

2. Normally, 12 units of coursework in the minor will be upper division units. A minimum of six upper division units must be completed at SDSU. In minors where the number of prerequisite lower division units makes it impossible to take 12 upper division units without exceeding a total of 22 to 24 units, the required upper division coursework may be reduced to six units with the approval of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.

3. The minor is intended to provide students with a coherent pattern of coursework which will enable them to develop a degree of competence in a limited field of study. Departments and programs offering minors must, therefore, indicate the specific subject areas to which individual courses relate rather than permit a merely random selection of courses from a department or program.

4. The subject areas in which programs in the minor are offered should be such that the limited number of units required in a minor is sufficient to enable a student to achieve a reasonable degree of competence in the area. The degree of competence achieved will be considerably less than that required by a major, but should nevertheless constitute a worthwhile educational objective.

5. Courses taken in satisfaction of a minor may be used to meet requirements in General Education. In addition, courses taken to satisfy the preparation for the major requirements may be used as a part of a minor. However, no course may be used to satisfy the requirements for both a major and a minor.

6. The minimum grade point average for awarding a minor at the time of graduation is 2.0 (C) or better in all units applicable toward the minor, including those accepted by transfer from another institution.

Policy on Centers, Institutes, and Similar Entities

The establishment of centers, institutes, and similar entities at San Diego State University supports and enhances the teaching, research, and service missions of the institution. In a complex environment, the activities conducted by these types of organizational units are important to the development of new initiatives. These units also serve to bring together students, faculty, and community members with common interests.

The term bureau shall not be used to describe these types of organizations.

Centers shall have the ability to sponsor academic programs, continuing education programs and/or conference/workshops and to prepare academic curriculum to be reviewed through the normal academic internal procedures of the College and University.

The term Institutes shall be applied to those organizational units that primarily conduct research and are involved in public service activities.
Similar Entities are affiliated with the University and are formed to offer non-credit instruction (with or without Extended Studies depending on what is appropriate), information or other services beyond the campus community, to public or private agencies or individuals. Such entities often facilitate the conduct and dissemination of research, perform public service, or provide special training.

The objective of this policy is to promote the orderly development of these units through a written policy consistent with CSU Executive Order No. 751. This policy requires that an approval process take place which acknowledges the responsibilities of individuals and colleges in the operation of these units. The policy also provides for the timely notification of other colleges prior to the establishment of new units.

Centers established as a response to research grant projects require approval by the dean as part of the grant submission process. Such centers shall be established if the grant is funded and will be reviewed at the termination of the funding cycle to determine if the center has the capability to continue to meet the mission of the academic program. Centers unable to persist in the support of the academic mission should be terminated or converted to an institute status to conduct the research activities it was designed to support.

The Approval Process

1. All centers and institutes shall be college-based. With the approval of the Council of Deans, similar entities may be either college-based or Research Foundation-based.
2. There will be notification to the Council of Deans of the establishment of the unit prior to approval by the college dean(s).
3. Requests to establish such organizations must be approved by the sponsoring college dean(s) and by the Provost.
4. All resources necessary to establish or carry out the mission of the unit are the responsibility of the sponsoring College(s).
5. A change to the title of a center or institute requires the approval of the Academic Deans Council.
6. Deletion of a center or institute requires the approval of the Academic Deans Council.

Community Advisory Boards for Units

In those cases where the unit establishes an Advisory Board that includes community members, special consideration should be given to the responsibility to maintain contact with community members in a manner consistent with the overall development goals of the University.

The Dean of the College will be involved in the selection of advisory board members and will consult with the Provost to avoid potential conflicts with other development activities. When appropriate, University Advancement will be consulted with when selecting board members.

SDSU Research Foundation

The SDSU Research Foundation is requested to follow a similar procedure in the establishment of such units. In this case, the Vice President for Research shall bring forward proposals to the Council of Deans for approval of such units.

Annual Reporting Requirements

On an annual basis and coincident with the preparation of the University Catalog, college deans shall report all active centers, institutes, and similar entities for inclusion into all appropriate University publications.

As part of the annual reporting process, some positive action (recommendation) must be taken to continue the center, institute, or similar entity for the next year. Where the sponsorship of academic programs is involved, a recommendation to discontinue and the plan for transferring program responsibilities is subject to approval by the Provost.

A report must also be submitted if a center, institute, or similar entity is being deleted.

Beginning in 2007/08, all approved centers, institutes, and similar entities will be placed on a five-year review schedule. The review will consist of an evaluation of center, institute, or similar entity activity and accomplishment. Following each review, a decision will be made whether to continue the respective center, institute, or similar entity for an additional five years.
Review Schedule

The deadlines rotate each year with each college on a five year review schedule.

- Health and Human Services: February 16, 2015
- Professional Studies and Fine Arts: February 16, 2015
- Sciences: February 15, 2016
- Imperial Valley Campus: February 15, 2016
- Arts and Letters: February 13, 2017
- Business Administration: February 13, 2017
- Education: February 12, 2018
- Engineering: February 12, 2018

Attached is a copy of the form to use for the review (please limit to two pages). The review should be signed by the College Dean(s) and forwarded to Dr. Kathy LaMaster, Associate Vice President, Academic Affairs at lamaster@mail.sdsu.edu.

The form is available online at:
http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/~acserv/files/CIR_Proposal.doc
SDSU Centers and Institutes Review Proposal

College Dean(s): __________________________ Date: __________

☐ I recommend continuance  ☐ I recommend discontinuance

Provost approval: __________________________ Date: __________

Name of Center or Institute: __________________________

Director or Co-Director(s): __________________________

________________________________________________

E-mail address: __________________________

Web site: __________________________

1. Accomplishments:

2. How does the center or institute contribute to fulfillment of mission of the CSU and the campus?
3. Financial status:

4. Principal rationale(s) for continuance or discontinuance of center or institute: